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Czech students decided to write about their favourite Czech/Czechoslovak
photograhers, fashion designers and porcelain designers. Photography is very popular in
the Czech Republic and several photographers are famous within Europe. It would be
quite difficult to choose the best therefore the students wrote about artists and designers
whose work they appreciate.
Jiří Laštovička - 1949
Jiří laštovička studied at the
Academy of Arts, Architecture and
Design in Prague, in the studio of the
professor Otto Eckerta. He is the
author of many successful and
award winning porcelain sets,
including the set PRESIDENT for the needs of the Prague
Castle. More than ten years he has been working with low
porcelain reliefs, designed equipment for the Czechoslovak
Airlines Business Class, creates solitary kettles thematically
to the Chinese zodiac, series of unique litofanes. He
participates
in
sculpture
symposiums and works with
different materials as of snow
or ice, and where he has also
achieved a number of awards.
Awards :
1985 Corrina set, gold medal BVV (CZ)
1988 Loos set, crystal pyramid (Award IPD Designe) and
lots of more.
Kryštof Hotěk GK2
František Drtikol
František
Drtikol
was
a
Czech
photographer of international renown. He is
especially known fo his characteristically
epic photographs, often nudes and
portraits. Drtikol made many portraits of
very important people. He begun using
paper cut-outs in a period he called
,,photopurism‘‘.These photographs resembled
silhouettes of the human form. Later he gave up
photography and concentrated on painting. After
the studio was sold Drtikol focused mainly on
painting, Buddhist religious and philosophical
systems. In the final stage of his photographic work
Drtikol created compositions of little carved figures,
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with elongated shapes, symbolically expressing various themes from Buddhism. In the
1920s and 1930s, he received significant awards at international photo salons. He died
13. January 1961 in the age of nearly 78 years.
Petr Říha OF2
Jan Saudek
was born the 13th of may in Prague. His father is bank official.
He had twin brother Karel Saudek and he died the 25th of June in
hospital in Prague. Jan Saudek is very famous photographer in
Czech. He studied at the graphic school in Prague and thereafter
since 1950 he has worked as production photographer. In the
year 1950 he got his the first camera. He often takes photos of
interesting women, men and children with adults. Jan Saudek
has nine children. I chose him because he is very famous and
interesting and his artwork is
interesting!

Kateřina Adlofová OF2
Josef Koudelka
The Czech photographer born in 1938 became famous
thanks to year ‘68. He was photographing when The
Russian tanks came. He takes photos of interesting
moments of life, nature or gypsies. His pictures seems to
me curious and attractive. I find them interesting on every
shot.
The photos left a sign of
the past. I can think about what was happening in that
time. It gives me space to understand the moment. It
shows me the destiny of people, mood of the world and
lots of stories.
The photographs of tanks, or soldiers give me memories
which I don’t have but can feel them. I’m seeing their
desire to live, their
fear or instant of
happiness. I think
shoots like these
are
precious.
Photos which are not just documentary. They have
a heart. A power to show us something we haven’t
seen yet. Something that is worth to remind.
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It forces me to feel that may I would like to be there because of
some magic. Which makes it beautiful and getting into my head.
Probably power of past and skill of the photographer gives a life to
the pictures.
I love his work with light and composition but the atmosphere.. it
leaves impression of rarity in ordinariness. It may have happened
for him to take that.
Šárka Stránská G3
Jan Šibík
He was born in 15 April 1963 and he is a famous Czech photo reporter. He is especially
famous for photos of war conflicts. Since 1993
he has worked in famous Czech weekly
magazine Reflex as a main pohotographer. In
his career he has visited many countries all over
the world, He saw and photographed fall of the
Berlin wall – the end of communism in Europe.
He also was witness of famine in Somalia,
Ethiopia
and Sudan.

In 2005 he was focused on bizard thing that
happening in North Korea. I really appreciate him for
his work, because it is probably very dangerous and
exciting when you can photograph all these things
that happening in world.
Lenka Nechvátalová OF2
Blanka Matragi
She was born on 20 February 1953 in Svetla nad
Sazavou into family of a glass cutters.
Blanka Matragi graduated in the Secondary Glass
School in Zelezny Brod and the Academy of Arts,
Architecture and Design in Prague, Department of Clothing
Design.
She first worked as a fashion designer in the family
business Mekkawi, later ahe worked as a freelance fashion
designer.
She returned to the Czech Republic in 1997, where
he has presented his Haute Couture creation and organized
own fashion shows.
In 2002 she received the prize in Prague, Salvador Dalí and 2003 the title of the
Distinguished Czech Woman in the World.
Matragi published his first autobiography "Blanka Matragi" in 2006, which won
award of the 2006 Czech bestseller and 35,000 copies were sold.
http://www.blankamatragi.cz/blanka-matragi-1/blanka-matragi-1/biography/
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Kamila Boučková OF2
Osmany Laffita
Osmany was born in 1965 in Havana in Cuba. He is a Caban
fashion designer, who lives and works in the Czech Republic. He
is a very intelligent man. People around him found out fast his
talent and after finishing basic school he started to study at art
academy San Alejandro in Havana. After that he worked for
fashion magazine es a editor. At the age of 22 he eppared in the
Czech Republic. The country in central Europe impressed him so
much that he decident to settle there. During 90´s he gained
experience from famous fashion houses like Versace, Kenzo and
other. In 1999 he began his career of a fashion
designer. He presents his fashion collections in New
York, Paris, Miami and other world cities. He is a gay
and he has had a partner for a long time. At the moment
he is working in fashion
show program TV called
Cinderella.

Male outfit

Veronika Křečková G3

Feminine outfit
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Lili Kadinska the famouse fashion desinger in our town.
She was born at 12.09.1982 in Bitola.
EDUCATION:
 Elementary and high school finished in Bitola.
• National Academy of Art,Sofia,R.Bulgaria-2005,
avarage grade 9.4
• Scholarship student of the Ministry of Culture and
Ministry of Education
• Маster degree from the National Academy of
Art,Sofia,R.Bulgaria-2007
FASHION DESIGNER ACTIVITIES:
• 2008Fashion week Bitola-self- supporting fashion show
with 30 outfits
• 2008 Founder of the showroom"PLAKAR"
• 2008 Styling for the journalist Natasa Nikolovska needed for the television show
Ritamot na gradot
• 2009 Fashion week Bitola-self supporting fashion show with 30 outfits
• Working in backstage on 3 fashion shows for the German fashion house"ROLLMAN"
from 2002-2004
• 2003 Design for the journalist from DARIK RADIO in Sofia for their 10 th jubillee
• 2003 Participation in the contest in Berlin organized from MIROGLIO FASHION
She is founder of ”LE BRAND” and designer for the same brand
September 2016 signed the agreement with UNDP for the program ‘Equal possibilities
for employment for everybody’
Аctivities:
-7collections of Le Brand so far
-Participation in the Fashion Week
Skopje A\W 2012
-Participation in the Fashion Week
Skopje S\S 2013
-Participation in the Fashion Week
Bitola S\S 2012
-Participation in the Fashion Week
Skopje S/S 2014

Urban story is about to be
told #LeBrand look of the day
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Le Brand look of the day

Le Brand for Ana Vasileva. The drees who was wearing the hostess on the
International Cinematographers' Film Festival MANAKI BROTHERS

Say welcome to
November with the
right dress
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LJUBICA MESHKOVA SOLAK
Born in 1975 in Skopje
member of DLUB, DLUM, DLUK and ICOMOS
EDUCATION:
Bachelor graphic conservation and restoration (2000), Faculty
of Fine Arts – Skopje, Macedonia.
AWARDS
- 2008 Award "Borislav Trajkovski" award for best artistic
achievement exhibition
"November 4" from the Society of Artists - Bitola.
- 2013 Award for graphics ,,Dragutin Avramovski Gute” - DLUM
- 2014 recognition-gratitude for successful cooperation from the
general manager of British fashion brand Hackett.
- 2015 Honorary Member of the International Association
“FEMIN ART” based in Trabzon
- 2017- Dubai and Abu Dhabi - (collaboration with British fashion
brands)
PROFESSIONAL ENGAGEMENT
- 2000-2006 works on conservation
and restoration projects all over
Macedonia
- Vice President of the Association of
art pedagogues - Bitola 2002-2010
- President of DLUB 2014 - 2016.
- 2014-2016 – cooperation with the
famous British brand - HACKETT
- 2017 – cooperation in editing
children's shop windows for luxury
children's fashion brends like Fendi,
D & G, Burberry, StellaMcCartney
- Her specialty is aquatint and copperplate engraving - old graphic techniques

Solo exhibitions (11 solo exhibitions in Skopje, Kavadarci,
Prilep, Gevgelija, Berlin, Paris and Sofia in 2017)
Group exhibitions – more than 120 (in Spain, Greece,
Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, Italy, Slovenia, France, Croatia,
Poland, Israel, Dubai, United Arab Emirates…)
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Romania,
2014
art
workshop

Making
books on
a topic
New
witnesses
of the
Holocaust

THE NEW
BABILON, 2010,
collage and acrylic,
100x70
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ARZU KAPROL
Coming from a family of couturiers, Arzu Kaprol has design in
her blood. Her showrooms in Paris and Istanbul display
garments with a geometric, architectural feel. Unusual for a
designer of her youth, she creates both couture and ready-towear collections, which means that she transfers her skills
between the two concepts in order to create innovative ideas.

For example, her couture dresses
look fit for royalty, but also include
discreet pockets for smartphones.
Her designs have been exhibited at
the Museum of Modern Art in New
York, and have also been worn by
high-profile clients such as Milla
Jovovich and Gisele Bündchen.
CEMİL İPEKÇİ
He is one of the most popular designer.He uses
traditional motives(patters) and Ottoman Arts.
Since 1984, he has created Haute Couture under
the concept of Anatolian Civilization. He searches
our history and you can see many signs about our
culture at his designs. I don't mean only patterns
,he also uses Turkish special fabrics,handmade
fabrics and organic paints. As of today, İpekçi
continues to work on Turkish fashion, which is
inspired by Ottoman cultural heritage. He has also
colourful personality.
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CENGİZ ABAZOĞLU
He is one of the latest fashion designers.He has
started his career as designer for a Belgium based
leather ware company. After succesful collections
,he prepared for leather goods and freelance
collections for several ready-to-wear brands, he

established his own atelier and
presented his first haute
couture collection at Istanbul
Vizon show in 1991. Applause
after the show were signs of
admiration for this young
designer.
Asymetrie
and
different cuts for that time were
immediately recognised and
formed his loyal clientele.
DİLEK HANİF
She is well known especially among famous
actresses and singers in Turkey.She is
experienced in designing evening dresses and
stage dresses. Dilek Hanif was able to capture
such a harmony between the past and the
modern that a certain quality of timelessness
became inherent of her creations. Dilek is
inspired mostly by venturing into the unknown
but she carries with her a certain set of beliefs
such as the necessity of being strong and
independant as a woman, being disciplined and also transparent which always translates
into her designs. Her ready
to wear creations which
always
carry
some
undertones of her Haute
Couture
culture
are
preferred today by many
world
renowned
celebrities, fashion icons
and personalities. The
Dilek Hanif brand is part of
the elite household names
in the world of Haute
Couture and Dilek Hanif is
considered
a
cultural
ambassador of Turkey.
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YILDIRIM MAYRUK
He is one of the most world wide known designer.
sells his designs in different countries.He designs
evening dresses and wedding dresses. With over
50 years of experience, Yıldırım Mayruk continues
to bring original concepts, shapes and forms to the
fashion world. Originally from Bursa, this designer
first started working in his older sister's tailor shop.

After collaborating
with top players in
the fashion world
such as Barbaros
Şansal, Mayruk now
runs his own design
and tailoring atelier.
Today, the designer
continues to push
himself and his work
into the future.

GAMZE SARAÇOĞLU
After she worked for Donna Karan in New York, she came back to Turkey
and started to design casual and classical clothes. From Donna Karan
New
York
to
“Creative
Director” of Saydam
Tekstil she also designed
wallpaper collection for
“Rasch Wallpaper” and is
currently
a
Board
Member of the “Fashion
Design
Association”.
Besides
her
other
collaborations
and
cooperations
Gamze
created
her
brand in 2005 and shows her every collection every season at “Mercedes Benz Fashion
Week Istanbul”. The products of Gamze Saraçoğlu is being sold in Istanbul and many
countries of Europe.
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RAŞİT BAĞZIBAĞLI
He is the youngest
Haute
Couture designer in this
sector.He has elegant style. By
2010, he's been awarded twice
as the designer of the year both
in TURKEY and CYPRUS. He
also got awarded in NEW
YORK for being the best
upcoming designer of 2010 in
FACE
OF
FASHION
competition. The designer
recently got awarded for
designing
Cypriot
Police
Officers uniforms and also designed all the dresses of MISS TURKEY 2014 finalists.
RAŞİT BAĞZIBAĞLI is established his first ready to wear collection line as rashid. And
willing to make ''rashid'' an international luxury ready to wear brand. In the meantime
he is designing for his stores and having his fashion shows in Istanbul.
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